Transport Your Wine Safely!
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Whether your customers travel by
plane, boat or car, The JetBag keeps
both their liquid and belongings safe.
It zips firmly shut to protect their
bottle from impact and absorbs up to
750 ml (26oz) of liquid for 20+ hours
in case of breakage.
The JetBag unique design is perfect
for tasting rooms, grocery stores,
wine shops, travel and gift stores,
webshops and large stores.
Suggest The JetBag to your clients
every time as a reusable, lightweight
solution for transporting wine,
perfume, vinegar, oil – any liquids
that may break in transit.

The JetBag System*
The system consists of reusable zip-seal outer bags and various inserts
to help you enjoy your wine to its fullest under any conditions.
Available JetBag Inserts: (inserts sold separately)
Absorbent – Super absorbent – Absorbent with bubble wrap –
Decorated absorbent – Neoprene – Ice pack
*Available May 2012
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We have conducted several trials in order to test The JetBag’s protective and
absorbent properties.

Test 1: Protection
Design
50 bottles inserted into JetBags, 50 uncovered bottles. Each group was
covered with 3 layers of t-shirts and placed into a soft-sided suitcase.
The suitcase was impacted with a large, flat object. This object (25lbs) was
attached to a rope and let swing freely from a height of 6 feet (2 meters).
At impact, it exerted a force equal to 12 N or 56.26 pounds force per inch.
Each test group in the trial was impacted in the same location (bottle neck)
and at the same intestity. Each bottle was hit a maximum of 7 times.
Primary Endpoint
Verify the efficacy of The JetBag in protecting both the bottle as well as the
clothing (similar environment to that of luggage prepared for travel).
Registered Outcome
With The JetBag

Without The JetBag

Number of hits

350

285

Number of breakage

0

43

Average number of hits to breakage

n/a

5.81

Results
The JetBag vastly increased chances of impact survival.
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Test 2: Absorbency
Design
780ml of green-dyed 65% proof alcohol was poored inside The JetBag
which was left at rest for 50 seconds.
Experiment was repeated 25 times.
Primary Endpoint
Verify the efficacy of The JetBag in absorbing the content of 1/5 of
a U.S. gallon.
Registered Outcome
The JetBags were opened. Visually and to touch, bags felt dry.
No liquid pooling was observed.
Results
The JetBag absorbed 100% of 780ml.

Zip-seal closure

Absorbent lining
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Test 2: Retention
Design
780ml of green-dyed 65% proof alcohol was poored inside The JetBag
which was left at rest for 18 hours (18 hours being the average time
luggage is under an airline’s control during flights from U.S. to Europe).
Experiment was repeated 25 times.
Primary Endpoint
Verify the efficacy of The JetBag in retaining the content of 1/5 of
a U.S. gallon for a prolonged amount of time.
Registered Outcome
The JetBags were opened. Visually and to touch, bags felt dry.
No liquid pooling was observed.
Results
The JetBag retained 100% of 780ml for at least 18 hours.

The JetBag™
Distribution and Coverage
The JetBag Commercial Results
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Amazon Rankings:
Best rated wine bag			
Best selling wine bag			

Top 1000 best seller
Top 30 wine accessory

